What We Know About Bridges

• Bridges are used to go over something (water, valleys, other roads)
• Bridges have many different shapes in them (cylinders, squares, rectangles, triangles, pyramids, pentagons, rhombuses)
• Bridges are built differently depending on what they are used for
• Bridges can be found all over the world
• Bridges look like they are more stable when they have triangles and pyramids in them
• Bridges use braces for support

Write your definition of what a bridge is. (Be sure to use complete sentences!)

A bridge is__________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
Our Bridge Plan

Our bridge will look like this

The materials we are using to build our bridge are:_____

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

______________________________

Our bridge was / was not strong because ____________

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

Next time I would make it stronger by ________________

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

Our bridge is a ________________________ bridge